The Council of European Geodetic Surveyors
Comité de Liaison des Géomètres Européens

Sponsoring levels
CLGE distinguishes three levels of sponsoring:

-

CLGE Premium sponsor;

-

CLGE First sponsor;

-

CLGE Sponsor.

CLGE also has a CLGE Corporate membership.
Below you’ll find a description of the three levels and the corresponding fees as well as the
Corporate Membership regulations.
In any case, payments should be effective before the 1st March of each sponsoring year.

Common CLGE sponsoring rules
All the CLGE sponsors are entitled to receive the publications disseminated by the European
Council of Geodetic Surveyors.
A CLGE sponsor is kept up-to-date with the complete range of present and planned activities
undertaken by the CLGE.
If a CLGE sponsor takes part in a special CLGE event, organised at the European level in
Brussels, the normal participation fee is reduced with a percentage defined by its sponsoring
level, the higher the level the higher the discount. A CLGE sponsor may of course disregard
this advantage.
A CLGE sponsor may use the CLGE logo in combination with its sponsoring level i.e.
respectively:
CLGE Premium Sponsor,

CLGE First Sponsor and

CLGE Sponsor

In official CLGE documents the logo’s of the sponsors will appear. They will be ordered in
function of their sponsoring level. Within the same level, the sequence will be alphabetic.
Thus, sponsoring links a company directly to the European community of surveyors of all
disciplines, as CLGE is already represented in 36 countries in Europe, with an estimate of
100000 members.
Moreover, on invitation, sponsors and corporate members may be invited to present a specific
topic during General Assemblies or events.
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CLGE Premium Sponsor
This is the highest level of sponsoring, corresponding to a banner on the CLGE website, with
at least a permanent appearance on its sponsor page and an intermittent appearance on the
homepage. This banner redirects visitors to internal pages of the CLGE website (a maximum
of three) dedicated to the promotion of the given company (this is not mandatory for the
sponsor, it’s just an opportunity).
Every six months an overhaul of these pages is permitted but not mandatory. The CLGE
Premium Sponsor must provide material in accordance to the CLGE webmaster’s requests.
The CLGE Premium Sponsor, of course also can redirect visitors to his own website.
The annual fee for the CLGE Premium level is €4400,-.
The discount level applied for the partaking in European CLGE events is 20 per cent, with a
maximum of €440,-.

CLGE First Sponsor
This is the medium level of sponsoring, corresponding to a banner on the CLGE website, with
a permanent appearance on the sponsor page and an intermittent appearance on the home
page.
The CLGE First Sponsor can redirect visitors to his own website and he appears in due place
on the CLGE website page listing the sponsors.
The annual fee for the CLGE First level is €2200,-.
The discount level applied for the partaking in European CLGE events is 10 per cent with a
maximum of €220,-.

CLGE Sponsor
This is the lowest level of sponsoring, corresponding to a mention, in due place, on the CLGE
sponsor page.
The annual fee for the CLGE basic level is €1100,-.
The discount level applied for the partaking in European CLGE events is 5 per cent with a
maximum of €110,-.

CLGE Corporate Member
This is a membership for non-commercial organisations, i.e. organisations who have less than
33% of their income from commercial activities (e.g. National Mapping and Cadastral
Agencies, Non Profit Associations, Universities, Academies, …).
The Corporate members are entitled to send a delegate to take part in the CLGE General
Assemblies and events. They have to pay their attendance and are not reimbursed for their
expenses by CLGE, unless they are invited and the Executive Board has offered to reimburse
their costs.
The annual membership fee for a CLGE Corporate Member is €1000,-.

